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Introduction 

Hie physics demands of high luminosity at the SSC techniques.* This is particularly true with U need to establish 
and the sometimes subtle measurements required to elucidate reliable and prompt event triggers that arc scd upon total 
new physics will undoubtedly tax existing instrumentation. As energy and event topology, as we shall see with the system 
isthecasewithmostexperimentalfiekls.newphysicsfollows outlined in Figure 1. 
from better measurement concepts and technologies. We Here we start with more-or-less con ntional HEP 
expectthistobethecasewiththeSSCaswell. Inwhatfollows, detectors that yield charge as the measurement output. This 
we offer a glimpse of what may be possible using some of the charge is then used to modulate an externally provided optical 
recent results from the emerging technologies in the field of carrier signal (amplifiers and pulse shaping may not even be 
electro-optics. required, as will be seen in what follows). The basic ideas 

regarding the optical modulator are discussed in r f. 1. The 
A Proposed Electro-Optic System Architecture optical carrier may be supplied by some, hopefu ly small, 

numberoffibersthaiprovideopticalpowcrtoaclii contain-
The large number of channels required for SSC ing many of the modulators discussed in ref. 1. T optical 

instrumentation and the temporal resolution required lead power divisioa is accomplished on a chip as well lerhaps 
quitenaturaUytotheransideradonofelecfro-opticalirnaging monolithically integrated with the modulatorchip). Tiiislarge 

Figure 1. Proposed electro-optic system architecture for high luminosity data acquisition at the SSC. Some key features are 
the use of ultra-sensitive integraled-optical modulators and the use of optical pattern recognition for trigger formation. 

* This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the Lawrence Li vermote National 
Laboratory under contract number W-7405-ENG-48. 
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number of independent optical channels (perhaps as many as 
100 are possible per chip) are brought off chip in individual 
optical fibers. These optical fibers are arranged in an imaging 
bundle—such that image information is preserved. In the 
event of a hit, this bundle is then the conduit of a transient 
image that propagates to the level-one trigger. 

The first step in the trigger generation process is to 
pick-off a portion of the image power through use of a con
ventional optical beam splitter. Let us call these beams, after 
the splitter, the trigger image and the major portion the record 
image. The trigger image can be split into two beams. In the 
caseof data from a calorimeter, one leg of the trigger beam can 
be spatially filtered withaiilterwbose optica) density is graded 
as, sin(6), where 6 is the angle with respect to the beam di
rection for [hat pixel element. As this filtered image is relayed 
optically to a large area photodeteclor, the output charge from 
thephotodiode is thenaprompt measure of the loal transverse 
energy—the delay for this pan of the trigger formation is just 
the response time of die photodeiector, a few nanoseconds is 
easy. 

The second portion of the trigger image can be used 
to perform relatively complex event topology discrimination 
through the use of well-established optical pattern recognition 
techniques. Themoststraight-forwardtechniqueappliesagain 
to the case of cakximetry. By applying the optical Fourier 
transform to the second trigger image—realized conveniently 
wim the useofsimpleoptical lenses?—one can perform spatial 
frequency filtering operations by simply placing the appro
priately patterned spatial transmission filler in the Fourier 
plane (by using the new technologies of spatial light modula
tion^ the characteristics of this frequency filter could be 
conveniently controlled electronically). The output of the 
spatial filter is then relayed to ariother large area photodctector. 
The prompt optical sum performed by this photodeiector is a 
measure of the energy content only of featuresoftheevent that 
have a frequency content that is matched to the spatial filler in 
theFourierplane. ThislhenallowsiistodiscriminatcprompUy 
(a few nanoseconds) on the basis of event topology, as well as 
total event energy. It should be noted that optical processing 
has at least one precedent' in HEP instrumentation. 

Perhaps this optical partem recognition may be ex
tended to the case of tracking detectors. It may be possible to 
use the optical Hough transformation to detect the existence of 
stifftracks. TTK Hough transfonrolionrrapsstraightlinesinto 
poults—ooecwxdinateof the point beingtheline'sangle with 
respect to the abscissa, and the other is its distance from the 
origin. Using techniques similar to the optical Fourier trans
formation, the Hough transformation may be accomplished 
optically.^.* It may prove possible to optically correlate this 
trigger with the calorimeter information to provide an elegant 
and comprehensive trigger, promptly, and with little or no 
electronics in difficult environs. Itmostbepoiniedoutthatall 
the optical Hough transformation work that we have seen to 
dale is accomplished with a mechanically rotating optical 
element, and thus would be far too slow for HEP instrumen
tation. However, there may be a way to realize the transform 

in optical fashion instantly, and we are currently exploring that 
possibility. 

We have thus far painted a simple picture of Fourier 
optics techniques. Our laboratory measurement'to date—and 
some reflection on the Fourier optics theory—would suggest 
that performing the Fourier transform of the image from an 
optical fiber bundlemay be very dif:iculL Basic Fouricroptics 
work is done with the use of simple apertures, and the optical 
wavefrontsemployedarecoherenL In ourcase, the individual 
image pixels have probably suffered large relative optical 
phase shifts. These phase shifts lead to severe interference 
noiseintheFourierplane. We can suggest three possible ways 
around this relative phase shift problem. 

First, the fact that our optical carrier was derived from 
a single laser (or perhaps a phase locked set of lasers) may 
allow us to adjust these relative phases such that when we 
arrive at the Fourier plane the relative phase shifts have been 
compensated. Further, the use of integrated opu'eal devices as 
our signal encoding mechanism may provide a convenient 
solution. The most fundamental form of optical modulation is 
the phase shifter. Infact,theMach-Zehndermodulatordiscussed 
inref. 1 iscomposedoftwosuchdevices. A phase shifter could 
be employed in each channel to compensate these phase shifts 
in response to the input from a feedback mechanism. Another 
phase compensation technique would be the useofahotographic 
element in the image plane after the bundle, this element could 
be used to compensate the optical phases of the individual 
image pixels by focusing the image onto this holographic 
phase plate J We are exploring both of these phase compen
sation techniques, and hope to carry-out experiments soon. 
Finally, the partially coherent image from the fiber bundle 
could be transformed into an incoherent image. This may be 
achieved by imagingthe fiber output unto an imageintensifier. 
The image intensifier ouqxit is then incoherent light from the 
pnosphorscreen. Thentheirtcoherentimagecouldbeprocessed 
using incoherent processing techniques. This offers the added 
advantage of allowing the image information to be gated; 
however, to retain the speed of the optical processing fast 
phosphors must be used—so, the gain of the intensifier may 
then become an issue. 

The remaining beam, the record image, can be 
refocused onto another imaging optical fiber bundle, and be 
allowed to propagate for however long is required for complete 
trigger formation. After trigger formation, the image is cap-
twedbyagatedulua-fastreadoutrXDirnager. Image readout 
times of W\is for 10,000 pixels wilhadynamicrangesof 1,000 
are attainable with today's technology. Extended dynamic 
ranges could be attained by using a slightly higher power 
optical carrier and splitting the record image withal0:90 beam 
splitter and recording both images. 

The advantages of using this electro-optical imaging 
approach are several: 

The transmission media (small diameter optical fi
bers with approximately lem 2 cross-sectional area 
per 10,000 fibers) offers low radiation scattering, and 
a mechanically manageable cable plan. 
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Figure 2. Experimental layout for Mach-Zehnder dynamic range measurements. 

• Since all channels are brought outside in parallel, 
triggering architectures become very flexible and 
amenable to modification in the future. 

• Ground-loopsandotnerfonnsofEMIbecomelessof 
a problem. 

• The modulators and fiber medium easily support the 
required temporal response. 

• The power consumption can be much less man 1 mW 
per channel for the power-dissipation critical inner-
tracker applications. 

• TriefiberrnediumconvenienUyprovidessignaloclay 
to accommodate the trigger formation time. 

• The potential for operation without amplifiers (dis
cussed in detail below) adds greatly to system reli
ability—particularly for the high radiation environ
ments. 

• Optical pattern recognition and optical summing 
techniques can be applied for prompt trigger forma
tion. 

While this total system architecture is quite attractive 
in many respects, we should not overlook the value of any one 
of Ihe roughly three major subsystems: the optical modulators, 
the image processing techniques, and the fast CCD data 
capture. We will spend Ihe rest of the paper addressing Ihe 
optical modulators. 

Integrated Optical Modulator Results 

While we have been pursuing instrumentation de
velopment with modulators for several years, we have only 
recently considered them in the context of HEP experiments. 
To mat end, we set out to understand how they might best be 
used in HEP experiments. A potential application of the 
technology is in calorimetry experiments, whet" exceptional 
dynamic range is required. We have made measurements of 
dynamic rangeatSOOnm, using 2x2 modulators, and measure-
rneotsatl300nmusingMach-7.^uidermoduIalors. Due to the 
limited space, we will only discuss the Mach-Zehnder mea
surements here. 

The experimental setup is outlined in Figure 2. We 
used a sine-wave electrical input for convenience, but the 
conclusions should apply to pulse operation as well. The 
bandwidth of the system was limited by the amplifier at 1.5 
MHz. The bias applied to the modulator was adjusted by 
observing the sjgnal-to-noiseofa very weak signal; at thepoint 
of maximum signal-to-noise, the bias voltage level was fixed. 
Figure 3 shows the result of three different levels of electrical 
attenuation (on die sinusoidal input signal) ranging from 0 dB 
to 80 dB (voltage). Even with80 dB attenuation (xlO.000), the 
output signal from the modulator is easily seen on the scope 
trace. For the 0 dB trace, Ihe negative going portion of the 
sinusoidal input is distorted as it passes through the minimum 
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in the sinusoidal response function (see ref. 1), however the 
positive going portion does not go through the response peak 
(indicating that the modulator was not biased precisely at the 
half-powerpoint). Concejitraungontheposiuvegoingpottion 
of the sinusoid, we see that the input signal goes through a 
dynamic range of at least 10,000. At the lowest input signal 
level (80 dB attenuation), the signal is still much above the 
noise. By analyzing therms noise ofour system with tlie light 
beam blocked, and with the beam unblocked but no modula
tion signal, we find that at the attenuation value of 10,000 the 
ratio of the peak signal to the noise due to just the laser/ 
modulator combination is - 4. However, these noise mea
surements were made from scope traces of the same time scale 
as Figure 3; here the noise bandwidth is determined by the 
amplifierroll-offal l.S MHz, and the record length at the low 
end; we find this to be 1.3 MHz. Extrapolating to the case of 
a 10MHzbandwidth(moresuitableformostSSCapplications), 
we find that this increase in bandwidth should lead to a noise 
increascofafactorof»2.77. Thusoperatingwithabandwiddi 
of 10 MHz, we would expect to find a dynamic range of - (41 
2.77)(10,000) or slightly more than 14,000. Further, since we 
know that this signal can be linearized, we can establish a linear 
relationship between the optical power from the modulator and 
the input voltage to the modulator. 

At this point, U is convenient to discuss the relation
ship of the charge (or voltage sensitivity) to the parameters of 
the canier modulator system. The optical power output of 
most modulators can be conveniently described by 

P=P0F(V) eq. 1 

where Pfj = T|Pjn is the maximum carrier power out of the 
modulator—when F(V)=1. T| is the insertion loss. Pin is the 
input optical power, and F(V) is some modulation function of 
charge or voltage. The uncertainty of the measured optical 
throughput, dP, is made up of three contributions', carrier 
power instabilities, detector noise, and amplifier noise. We 
may lump these uncertainties together into the total uncertainty 
in the measured power, 3P. The voltage uncertainty due to 
fluctuations in the measured optical power is given by 

6V=(oP/Po)/(dF/dV) eq.2 

assuming that dP is small compared to Po, and dF/d V is not 
close to zero. Any fluctuations from the modulator itself® are 
then added in quadrature with this uncertainty to arrive at the 
total uncertainty in the measured voltage. 

ForthecaseoftheMach-Zehnder.reproducing eq. 1 
from ref. 1 we note that 

P=nJl-£f(v1))Pi0sm2 ( | i . + <fr)«itf(v.)Pin eq. 3 

where P is the modulated optical power output. Pin is the input 
optical power, V s is the applied signal voltage, V r e is the 
voltage required to modulate fromaminim urn tomaximum(l/ 
2 of an interference fringe), T) is the device insertion loss, E is 
the low voltage modulator extinction and usually e< 0.01,0 is 

1.5 
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2 3 
t imefj i s ) 

Figure3. ResullsofKlach-Zehnder dynamic range measurements. A dynamic range well 
in excess of 10,000 is demonstrated. 
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the quiescent phase shift of the device, and f is a phcnomeno-
logical function that describes the behavior of the modulator 
extinction at high modulation voltages "f" is very nearly 1 
except at voltages much larger than V B

9 . With dF/dVatits 
maximum (i.e., at the half-power point, in the Mach-Zehnder 
case), we find. 

§Q = &L=(8P/Po )_2_ 
Q, V* l o r / r o ^ ( l ^ eq.4 

so the voltage (charge) uncertainty is proportional to the 
relative optical power uncertainty, scaled by V^Qn). 

For the measurements shown in Figure 3 extrapolated 
to 10 MHz, Sv/vap l/(dynamic range) = 1/14,000 = 7.1xl0 - 5 

Equivalenlly, 6Q/QJI = 7.1x10"^ Alternatively one may ex
tract the relative optical power uncertainty using eq. 4, 3P/ 
P0=l.l=10"^. The modulator used for the measurements in 
Figure 3 was an in-house designed and fabricated high-
bandwidth traveling wave Mach-Zehnder. In general, for SSC 
applications itappears that lumped element electrode structures 
may be preferred; to understand the charge sensitivity possible 
for SSC applications let's consider the lumped element case. 
Becker'O discusses a figure-of-merit for lumped-element 
modulators: M=VK L, where L is the length of the electrode 
structure. Becker finds that M= 14 V-mm and that the 
capacitance/electrode length p =0.85 pF/mm. Thus, one can 
easilycakulatetiieamountofcharge deposited on the electrode 
structure to yield a voltage of V x ; Q)t=Mp=12pC. Applying 
this to ourdynamjc range measurements above yields the result 
that the minimum charge that we are capable of detecting 
would be 12 pC/14,000=0.86 femtocoulombs. This assumes 
our valueoftliereladve optical power uncertainty extrapolated 
to 10 MHz bandwidth, and the Q^ of a lumped element 
modulator structure. We are further making the tacit assump
tion that tte electrode termination resistance is large enough 
(or actively gated) so that the charge will not dissipate on time 
scales consistent with the desired bandwidth. 

It is useful to consider the snot noise (counting 
statistics) limitations on the dynamic range. For our optical 
power level of - 5 mW—at the Mach-Zehnder bias point, a 
projected bandwidth of 10 MHz, at a wavelength of 1300 nm, 
and a detector quantum efficiency of 90%, the snot noise is 
easily calculated using the usual Poisson distribution as
sumption. Given these circumstances we find that the shot 
noise fluctuations in die measured optical power would be 
1.8xI0-5 of the average power, Le. 3P/P=1.8xlO_5> where dP 
is the fluctuations in the measured power (assuming only snot 
noise) and Pis the average measured power. So we are a factor 
of 6.1away from realizingashot noise limited system. For the 
ideal optical shot-noise limited system, operating, with an 
optical power of S mW at the receiver, the charge sensitivity 
cotild be as good as 0.14 femtocoulombs. However, at these 
low charge levels, we are probably approaching the level of the 
thermal charge fluctuations in the modulator capacitance: at 
room temperature with a capacitance of 5 pF the thermal noise 
would be of order 1000 electrons or 0.16 fC (see ref. 8). 

The dependence of the sensitivity on the slope of the 
modulation function , eq. 2, has led us to consider resonant 

modulator structures. These structures exhibit a modulation 
function that consists of resonances, Le. the device is charac
terized by a "Q"—or finesse in the optical vernacular. These 
lands of devices may be of interest where extremely high 
charge sensitivity is required butdynamic range is not. Most 
tracking detectors.by virtue of their necessarily small volumes, 
would seem to fall into this category. 

This kind of modulator is very simple in design. It 
consists of a single waveguide with dielectric mirrors depos
ited on the input and output facets of the chip to form an optical 
cavity. The resonances in transmission are a function of the 
ratio of the optical length of the cavity and the optical free-
space wavelength. For a Fabry-Perot modulator, the modu
lation function, in analogy with eq. 2 can be derived by 
following Bom and Wolf" but including a loss factor, 

(l-Rfo-"'-G(5)= 
( l-Re- a L ) 2 +4Re- a L sin 2 (8/2) e q 5 

where a is theoptical loss coefficient,!? i? the reflectivity of the 
cavity ends, Sis the optical phase difference; 5=4JOTLA, where 
n is the refractive index. Electrodes are then deposited on 
eithcrsidcoflhcsinglc waveguide. The electrodes are used to 
modulate the index of refraction and hence the optical length 
of the cavity. Thus, this structure can be used as a tuneable 
monochromaler or a very sensitive modulator that responds to 
applied voltage or charge. 

Figure 4 shows data taken at LLNL from an inte
grated optical Fabry-Perot modulator of LLNL design and 
fabrication. Here the resonance is clearly seen. In this figure, 
the finesse, F—die ratio of the free spectral range (distance 
between peaks) to die FWHM of die resonance—is approxi
mately 12. This data was acquired by scanning die optical 
spectrum; which is equivalent to applying a voliage or charge. 
One can easily relate die finesse of this device to die maximum 
slope of die modulation function. An analytic expression is 
possible from eq. 5, however, die essential point can be made 
widi far less algebra, by approximating die resonant peaks witii 
triangular spikes. If we constrain die peak of die spike to 
correspond to die peak ofthe resonance and also force ilto pass 
titrough die FWHM of die resonance, wearriveatavery simple 
approximation for die slopeof die resonantpeak, especially for 
a finesse that is large, 

^ - = F / ( 2 V „ ) 
d v eq.6 

where F- is the finesse. Applying eq. 2, we may calculate die 
voltageand charge uncertainties (hence, theoretical sensitivities) 
for the Fabry-Perot modulator as. 

8-«"««** eq.7 

Naturally, this sensitivity scales with die inverse of 
die finesse which can in principal be made quite high. Given 
die same optical noise parameters of our MZ measurements 
and using die finesse value from Figure4, we would estimate 
under these conditions mat die charge sensitivity of die FP 
modulator would be 0.3 femtocoulombs or ~ 2000 electrons. 
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The sensitivity leverage of the resonant Fabry-Perot modulator 
isclear. Wecouldpresumablyextracteverbeuerperforniance 
from a FP with a higher finesse and/or shot-noise limited 
optical detection, however we are again approaching the level 
of the thermal noise in the electrode structure itself (ref. 8). 

Aword of caution about such resonant structures is in 
order Their excellent sensitivity may come at the price of 
significant instability, with respect to temperature in particu
lar. However.umay be pcssit&loccmpensate these iiKtabilities 
withafeedback mechanism or conceive device designs thatare 
self compensating, yet resonant—the Mach-Zehndcr is an 
example of a self-compensating structure, unfortunately it is 
not resonant. The Mach-Zebnder's two parallel paths pass 
through the crystal so closely that any temperature-induced 
optical path change is experienced identically by both. Per
haps it is possible to benign a resonant structure that also has 
this feature. 

Modulator Power Dissipation 

For many SSC applications, the power dissipated by 
subsystem elements is critical. Forthecaseof the modulators, 
the dissipated power is from two sources the optical carrier and 
the charge driving the modulator. As we shall see, the most 
significant component is the optical power. 

The optical power dissipation will \r. approximately 
equallo(3/2)Pr^cflthec<derofl/2c{theinputopticalpower 
will probably be lost doe to inefficiencies in optical coupling. 

and operation at die half power point will then account for an 
additional 1/2P(> 

The energy dissipated due to the modulatingchargeis 
calculated as <j2/2C. Since the MZ will be the least sensitive 
of the two devices discussed here, we will consider it as die 
worst case. TakmgC=2.SSpFandassumingq=Qc=12pC,we 
find that there will be 28 pJ of energy dissipated per "hit," 
maximum. Then, if every pixel registered a hit every beam 
crossing, die dissipated power from the charge would be 28pJ/ 
1.6 nS = 1.8 mW. However, since the detector elements that 
are not hUfaroumumberthosethatorc.on average, this power 
dissipalkin term wiU be reduced byacoupleoniers ofmagnitude. 
So we would expectlhe charge dissipation power to beof order 
10 microwatts, or less, on average. It should be pointed out 
that no tnatter bow the charge is readout the energy must be 
dcripaled. 

While on tbesubject of power dissipation it should be 
noted that given the ultimate shot-noise limited system, where 
the optical noise goes as the Pfj 1/ 2 , there will be a trade-off 
between noise-hence, sensitivity—and optical power dissipa
tion. ThisftatfeoffshouJdbecaisidercdwhendetermwMgtlie 
optimum modulator design for a particular SSC application. 

System Costs 

There is not space here for a comprehensive discus
sion of projected costs. However, it is clear that without 
significant advances in integration density (number of modu-
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lators per chip) and automated packaging techniques the per 
channel costs will be prohibitive. We hope to pursue, with 
industrial partners, both of these critical areas. 

Mediation Sensitivity 

While some encouraging data on the radiation sen
sitivity of these integrated optical modulators does exist, 1 2 

there is much that remains to be done at SSC dose-rate levels. 
And we havebegunaprogramofinvestigationfor this important 
issue for modulators at the SSC. 

Conclusions 

We have presented dynamic range, and sensitivity 
data for two distinct classes of integrated optical modulator. 
These measurements demonstrate that these devices may prove 
very useful for both calorimelry and tracking. Further, wehave 
outlined a comprehensive electro-optical imaging system ar
chitecture that includes a novel and elegant optical approach to 
trigger formation and the means of capturing the triggered 
event data. 

As high energy physics moves into the twenty fust 
century with the completion of the Superconducting Super-
Collider, we believe that only by incorporating the best and 
most sophisticated technology available will the physics move 
forward as efficiently as possible. We hope that we have 
demonstrated, in a substantive fashion, that electro-optics has 
a very large role to play. 
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